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Abstract 

Wind is presently not considered enough in urban planning projects, which can lead to 

uncomfortable or even dangerous outdoor conditions for pedestrians. This is at least partially caused 

by a lack of knowledge among urban planners about wind simulation. This paper examines how 

urban planners can better integrate wind simulation in the design process. Several wind simulation 

tools are compared to determine how accurate and usable they are for urban planners using a case 

study of the LTU campus. General-purpose CFD software (Autodesk CFD) is found to be both more 

accurate and user-friendly than a simple CFD program (Autodesk Flow Design) or a building energy 

simulation program (DesignBuilder). Finally, a demonstration is given of how a wind simulation 

carried out in Autodesk CFD can significantly improve the existing master plan for the LTU campus by 

making minor modifications to the proposed layout. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. The importance of urban microclimate 
Urban micro-climate is gaining increasing attention within urban planning because it directly affects 

people, other life forms and buildings. It is related to a wide range of issues such as outdoor activities 

(see e.g. Ahmed 2003; Zacharias et al. 2001), comfort (see e.g. Johansson & Emmanuel 2006; 

Nikolopoulou & Lykoudis 2006), air pollution (see e.g. Sarrat et al. 2006; Taha 2015; Akbari et al. 

2001), energy (see e.g. Dorer et al. 2013; Simpson & McPherson 1998) and health (see e.g. Harlan et 

al. 2006; Rooney et al. 1998). From an urban design perspective, the importance of a comfortable 

outdoor climate that is permissive to social activities has been described by i.a. Lynch (1984), Gehl 

(2011) and Carmona et al. (2010). 

Two global trends will only increase the importance of creating good microclimate in cities. First, 

anthropogenic climate change has been a major theme in science and politics for the last decades. 

Even if measures are implemented successfully to mitigate climate change, some change will 

inevitably occur. This will need to be adapted to by humanity (IPCC 2007). Urban microclimate plays a 

part in both mitigation strategies (e.g. by potentially lowering energy usage (Steemers 2003)) and 

adaptation strategies (e.g. by limiting adverse health effects of climate change (Patz et al. 2005)). 

The second trend is the on-going global urbanization. It is estimated that the percentage of people 

living in cities will increase from 54 in 2014 to 66 in 2050; combined with continued world population 

growth, the world’s urban population will increase with 2.5 billion people by 2050 (UN 2014). This 

means that cities will be the places where most people are affected by climate change and where 

any measures taken might benefit the most people.  Therefore, in the face of these two trends, 

microclimate will play an increasingly important role in city planning and urban design (Blocken 2015; 

Moonen et al. 2012). 

Despite its established importance, microclimate is rarely included as a part of urban planning 

processes, because there is a general lack of knowledge on how to do this among urban planning 

practitioners (Oke 1984; de Schiller & Evans 1990; Erell 2008; Mills et al. 2010; Ebrahimabadi et al. 

2015). This thesis tries to contribute applicable knowledge to remedy this gap in the specific domain 

of wind within urban areas. 

1.2. The role of wind in urban microclimate 
This thesis focuses on the role of wind analysis in urban microclimate in particular. Wind is one of the 

main drivers of urban microclimate since it affects the movement of mass (air pollution, air pressure) 

and the exchange of energy (convective heat transfer) (Blocken 2015). Shi et al. (2015) identify six 

aspects of cities that wind affects: 

 Mechanical comfort of people (including safety) 

 Thermal comfort of people 

 Ventilation (including dispersion of pollutants) 

 Energy use and ventilation of buildings 

 Structural wind loading of buildings 

 Ecosystems 
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The present paper is limited in scope to the pedestrian level wind environment, which relates to 

three of the above aspects: mechanical comfort, thermal comfort and ventilation. The other aspects 

are important for urban microclimates as well, but discussing all of them is beyond the scope of this 

paper. 

1.3. Analysing wind 
Four methods of analysing wind speeds and directions exist. First are on-site measurements. These 

provide detailed information, but extensive field measurements are time consuming and expensive. 

They only work when analysing existing situations, so their use for predicting the impact of changes 

to the built environment is limited. 

Second are tests of scale models in wind tunnels. The modelling process itself is fairly straightforward 

and sensors can be used to obtain precise data on the wind speeds, but two downsides exist. Firstly, 

measurements are only obtained where sensors are located, so the placement of these becomes 

critical to the outcomes. Secondly, a wind tunnel is a specialized piece of equipment and not 

everyone has physical and financial access to one, which stands in the way of its adaptation by urban 

planners. 

The third method consists of simplified computational methods. Rather than performing simulations 

of the actual physical processes that together determine wind behaviour, these use simplified, 

empirical mathematical models to estimate wind speed based on the surrounding urban geometry. 

Examples from this category are QUIC-URB (Pardyjak & Brown 2003) or the statistical method 

developed by Johansson et al. (2015). These techniques have a relatively low computational cost, but 

are also less accurate. There is also a lack of user-friendly software for the application of these 

techniques, which makes them less suited to practitioners. 

The fourth method of analysing wind is Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). This exists of using a 

computer-based model to simulate the actual physical processes that together determine the 

behaviour of wind. CFD provides a complete picture of wind behaviour in the whole model and is 

well-established in a variety of fields, making it more accessible in general than field measurements, 

wind tunnel experiments or the simplified mathematical models. CFD is also becoming more easily 

implementable due to advances in computer technology (Jun Chung & Choo 2011).  

Due to the described barriers, wind analysis (whether stand-alone or as part of a comprehensive 

microclimate simulation) is currently underutilized in urban planning processes (Ebrahimabadi 2015). 

The barriers are lower for CFD than for the other techniques, therefore CFD is the focus of the 

present paper.  

Currently, if CFD is used at all, it is often in a late stage of the planning process, when it is almost 

impossible to implement major changes if the results of the simulation call for them. This can at least 

partially be attributed to the lack of knowledge among urban planning practitioners, which 

necessitates outsourcing the CFD analysis. This means that CFD is currently underutilized in urban 

planning processes (Reiter 2010; Yuan & Ng 2014). 
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1.4. Objectives 
As stated before, there exists among urban planners a lack of knowledge about how to utilize CFD 

simulations and what the added value of wind analysis in the design process is. In other words, there 

is a lack of both needed capability and motivation to use CFD simulations in urban planning 

processes. The main objectives of this paper are therefore: 

1) To test different wind simulation software packages, focusing on their usability and accuracy 

in an urban planning context. 

2) To demonstrate how using CFD in urban planning can improve the urban design. 

For the first objective, we focus our research questions on two main aspects: 

 Research question 1: how useable and accurate are different types of CFD software for urban 

planners? 

 Research question 2: which type of CFD software is optimal for the different phases of an 

urban design process? 

For the second objective we define one research question: 

 Research question 3: how can including CFD simulation in an urban planning process 

contribute to a better overall design in regard to pedestrian wind environment? 

With the outcomes of this research project, urban planners can be informed on what CFD software 

they can use and in what stages of the planning process, and how this can improve the quality of the 

final design. This will contribute to better urban design in terms of wind, which can help to positively 

affect the health and comfort of urban dwellers and reduce energy demand in cities.  

Most urban planners do not have detailed knowledge about the technical side of CFD simulations. 

Since they are the target group, this project will limit itself to tools which do not require extensive 

knowledge of CFD simulations to utilize.  

1.5. Paper structure 
This paper is structured as follows. Chapter 2 describes relevant literature on the topics of 

computational fluid dynamics, wind comfort, and the practice of climatic and wind-focused urban 

planning. The main method for this research project, as described in chapter 3, is a case study of the 

Luleå University of Technology campus in northern Sweden, which includes the performance of a 

number of wind simulations with various tools, and their validation based on field measurements. 

The results about the usability and accuracy of these tools is then presented in chapter 4, and 

followed by discussion in chapter 5 and the conclusion in chapter 6. 

1.6. Case study overview 
In order to answer the research questions, we employ a case study of the Luleå University of 

Technology campus in northern Sweden. Luleå is a town with a population of 46.000 in the north of 

Sweden. It lies just 100 km south of the Arctic Circle at 65° latitude, giving it a subarctic climate with 

large seasonal variations. Despite its high latitude Luleå has a relatively warm climate compared to 

locations in Canada and Russia at the same latitude, because of the warming effect of the Gulf 
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Stream. This creates a unique combination of thermal conditions and extreme variation in solar 

exposure throughout the year. 

The campus occupies an area of roughly 630m by 530m. Most buildings are one or two stories high, 

although some higher buildings exist. The highest building is a residential building on the western 

edge of the campus, which is about 25m high. 

A master plan entitled “Campusplan 2025” for the further development of the university campus 

until the year 2025 has been published in 2012. This shows the changes that are planned to 

accommodate the growth of the university. It focuses on densifying the existing area (40.000 m2 of 

new floor surface within the existing campus, see Figure 1.1) and improving the connection between 

the university campus and the science park just toe the west. One of the stated goals of the plan is to 

develop the campus as a winter city, in which microclimate plays an obvious role. (Akademiska Hus 

2012) 

 

Figure 1.1: overview of the proposed changes in the campus area according to the master plan “Campusplan 2025”. New 
buildings are shown in green; added floors on existing buildings in yellow. Numbers indicate number of new floors. 
(Akademiska Hus 2012) 
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2. Literature review 

2.1. Short introduction to CFD 
Computational Fluid Dynamics is the study that uses numerical methods to simulate the behaviour 

and properties of fluids (or gases that behave like fluids) in motion. As such, it has a wide range of 

applications, from sport to aerospace, and it is an umbrella term for a number of different 

techniques. To go into all of these is far beyond the scope of this paper, so only a short description of 

CFD as it is used in the simulating or urban (pedestrian level) wind simulation is given here. This is not 

meant as a complete introduction to CFD, but rather as a very basic introduction so that a new user 

of CFD software has some familiarity with the main concept and most commonly used techniques in 

case they are referred to in the software. 

Most CFD is based on the Navier-Stokes equations1, which were developed by the French physicist 

Claude-Louis Navier and the British physicist George Gabriel Stokes (Tu et al. 2008). These are the 

result of applying three fundamental laws of physics to fluid motion: (1) conservation of mass, (2) 

conservation of momentum and (3) conservation of energy2. In non-mathematical terms these mean 

that, when looking at an arbitrary volume (of any shape, in any location) of a fluid (usually called 

“control volume”): 

1. No mass can be created or destroyed within the volume, so the change of mass of the 

volume is determined by the difference between mass flowing into and out of the volume. 

2. No momentum can be created or destroyed within the volume. The momentum within a 

control volume consists of two components: linear momentum (mass multiplied by velocity) 

and pressure. If the velocity changes, this must be compensated by a change in pressure3. 

Some momentum can also be lost to friction within the fluid or with other surfaces. 

3. No energy can be created or destroyed within the volume. Temperature can change over 

time and/or space, but all of the added (temperature increase) or removed (decrease) heat 

must come from or go to neighbouring fluid or surfaces via diffusion. 

Because of small disturbances in the fluid and its surroundings many real-world flows are turbulent 

instead of laminar (see Figure 2.1). In laminar flows particles move along predictable lines, but in 

turbulent flows rotational structures of varying size exist. These are called “eddies”. 

                                                           
1 One alternative approach is the lattice Boltzmann method. It is inherently suited to parallel computing and 
can therefore provide high performance (Obrecht et al. 2014), but has not been researched as extensively as 
Navier-Stokes. A search on the scientific database Scopus gives more than 60.000 results for “Navier-Stokes” 
compared to 9.100 for “lattice Boltzmann”. 
2 Blocken (2015) writes: “While strictly the term Navier- Stokes (NS) equations only covers Newton's second 
law, in CFD it is generally used to refer to the entire set of conservation equations.” 
3 As an example imagine a fluid flowing through a bottleneck. Assuming the fluid cannot be compressed, all of 
the mass arriving at the wide end must also leave at the narrow end. To get the same amount of mass through 
a smaller cross-sectional area it must flow through quicker, so there is an increase in velocity from the wide 
end of the bottleneck to the narrow end. The pressure decreases from the wide end to the narrow end, so the 
total momentum in the control volume does not change. 
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Figure 2.1: laminar flow (left) and turbulent flow (right). 

It is too computationally expensive to simulate all these eddies directly, so several approaches have 

been developed to avoid these. For most applications it is not necessary to know the exact variations 

caused by turbulence, rather, it is sufficient to know the mean properties of the flow (e.g. the mean 

velocity and pressure). Therefore it is sufficient to take an average of the flow. The most common 

technique for doing this is the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. These equations 

add a turbulence model to the three fundamental Navier-Stokes equations. A turbulence model 

attempts to simulate the statistical properties and effects of turbulence on the overall flow. A 

number of different turbulence models have been developed. The most commonly used and 

recommended for pedestrian wind is the k-ε model (Franke et al. 2007; Tominaga et al. 2008). 

An alternative approach to accounting for turbulence is Large Eddy Simulation (LES). As its name 

implies, this directly solves the large eddies in a turbulent flow. This improves the accuracy of the 

results, but its higher computational cost and a lack of knowledge about and therefore confidence in 

LES has so far prevented it from being widely adapted in the urban context. (Blocken 2015) 

The three fundamental Navier-Stokes equations combined with a turbulence model result in a set of 

equations (called the “governing equations”) that cannot be analytically solved. Therefore a number 

of different techniques to solve them numerically have been developed. The most commonly used is 

called the finite-volume method, which will be explained below. 

First, the computational domain is decided on, i.e. the total volume in which the fluid behaviour will 

be simulated. In the urban context, the domain will be delimited by: 

 Four vertical sides. One of these will be the inflow plane of the air and one (usually the 

opposite) will be the outflow plane. 

 A top layer which is set a fixed height above the ground. The height depends on the height of 

the buildings. 

 The bottom, which consists of the local topography and any buildings present on it.  

These six sides together determine the computational domain. In the finite-volume method, this 

domain is divided into a large number of control volumes. To do this, the bottom surface of the 

domain is divided into a number of grid cells. This grid is the representation of the geometry in the 

computational domain. The 2D grid cells then serve as the basis from which 3D cells are generated to 

fill the entire domain. The exact technique of generating grids and the effect of these on the quality 

of CFD simulations is the subject of extensive research in the literature. 

Since the CFD simulation operates in a limited domain, it has some boundaries that are determined 

by the surroundings. The conditions at these boundaries need to be specified as input for the CFD 

simulation. These conditions include: 

 Inflow boundary conditions: mean velocity of the wind at the inflow plane, based on 

meteorological data. 
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 Outflow boundary conditions describing the behaviour of the wind behind the modelled 

buildings. 

 Top & lateral boundary conditions. These describe the interaction with air to the top and 

sides (i.e. not the inflow and outflow plane). 

When the computational grid has been generated and the boundary conditions set, the CFD code can 

finally try to solve the governing equations. This is done numerically: the solver tries (by trial and 

error) to find values for all the rates of fluid and heat transfer between each 3D grid cell and its 

neighbours so that, given the constraints at the boundaries, all of the equations hold, both when 

applied to the whole domain and when applied to one grid cell as control volume. If successful, this 

results in the flow data for the whole computational domain. Because it is a numerical 

approximation, rather than a true analytical solution, some errors will be present, i.e. there will be 

slight violations of the governing equations. The solver tries to minimise these errors; the smaller 

they are, the better the quality of the simulation. 

Solving the equations is an iterative process, so the results of each iteration will be slightly different 

from the previous one. In a successful simulation, these changes will become increasingly smaller, up 

until a point where the changes are small enough that further iterations will not add any new 

information to the outcomes. When this happens, the simulation is said to be converged. When the 

opposite happens, and the results do not stabilize and keep changing rapidly, the simulation is 

unsuccessful. This is called divergence. 

2.2. Criteria for wind comfort 
A distinction exists between mechanical and thermal wind comfort. Mechanical comfort deals with 

movement: from clothes flapping in the wind to people being blown over by strong gusts. For 

mechanical comfort lower wind speeds are always better. To assess whether a situation is sufficiently 

comfortable it is then possible to assign a simple threshold criterion. In the available literature it is 

generally accepted (Isyumov & Davenport 1975; Lawson & Penwarden 1975; Melbourne 1978; Hunt 

et al. 1976) that such a threshold should consist of a threshold value and allowable exceedance 

frequency. What values are chosen should depend on the type of activity and/or space. In comparing 

the above studies, Koss (2006) notes that most look at the gust wind speed rather than the average 

wind speed. The gust wind speed is defined as follows: 

𝑣𝑔 = �̅� + 𝑔 ⋅ 𝜎𝑣 

Where 𝑣𝑔 is the gust wind speed, �̅� is the average wind speed, 𝜎𝑣 the standard deviation of the wind 

speed and g the gust factor. Different authors propose different values for g, depending on the 

statistical distribution of observed wind speeds and the allowable exceedance frequency (Koss 2006). 

This approach does however require gathering a large number of wind measurements to determine 

the actual exceedance frequency, which cannot be done using CFD for an environment that does not 

exist yet. In those cases one can establish the ambient wind speed used in the CFD simulation based 

on wind data from a nearby meteorological station. Based on the acceptable exceedance the input 

wind speed for the CFD simulation can be determined as the corresponding percentile from the wind 

data, e.g. if the accepted exceedance is 20% the input wind speed will be the 80th percentile of the 

observed wind speeds. Gust wind speed can be analysed by applying the gust formula to this 
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percentile. The simulation will then show whether wind speeds become too high in that scenario, 

and therefore, if the exceedance criterion is met. (Shi et al. 2015) 

Thermal comfort (how warm people feel it is) depends on many factors besides ambient 

temperature and wind, such as humidity, solar radiation, clothing, activity, exposure time, and body 

mechanisms that can help maintain thermal comfort. To go into all of these is beyond the scope of 

this paper; however the effect of wind can be estimated using the wind chill factor (WCI): 

𝑊𝐶𝐼 = (10.45 + 10𝑉0.5 − 𝑉)(33 − 𝑇𝑎) 

𝑇𝑒𝑞 = −0.04544 ×𝑊𝐶𝐼 + 33 

Where 𝑉 is the wind speed (m/s), 𝑇𝑎 the ambient temperature  (°C) and 𝑇𝑒𝑞 the equivalent 

temperature (the ambient temperature that would feel the same with a wind speed of zero.) (Soligo 

et al. 1998) (Note that these are empirical equations and as such the units do not agree.) 

Unlike mechanical comfort, thermal comfort does not always favour lower wind speeds. In warm 

conditions, it can be desirable to lower the perceived temperature with some ventilation; in cold 

climates it may in contrast be desirable to have as little wind as possible so the perceived 

temperature does not get lowered. What goal is set for wind in regards to thermal comfort should 

depend on the desired effect of the wind in the present location (Givoni 1998). 

These comfort norms all address a variety of pedestrian activities. They do not assess the comfort of 

bicyclists, even though wind is known in transportation research to negatively affect the number of 

people who choose to bike (Böcker et al. 2013, p.p77). 

2.3. Challenges in addressing microclimate in urban planning 
As shown in the introduction, urban microclimate and wind are important aspects regarding the 

functioning of the city and they have been studied by scientists for decades. However, the knowledge 

from these studies has rarely been applied in urban planning practice. This has been attributed to a 

variety of reasons: the complex combination of different and sometimes disconnected disciplines 

that affect the subject; a disconnection between researchers and research literature on one side and 

urban planners and planning literature on the other; a lack of and/or uncertainty about applicable 

knowledge among urban planners and stakeholders in the planning process; having to balance 

climate aspects with all the other aspects in urban planning processes; and uncertainty about where 

in the process climate considerations should be taken into account (Oke 1984; de Schiller & Evans 

1990; Erell 2008; Mills et al. 2010; Ebrahimabadi et al. 2015).  

Erell (2008) also notes that climatology researchers have different interests than urban planners and 

architects. The former are often interested in the processes and principles behind urban 

microclimate, while the latter are more interested in applicable knowledge about urban and building 

form and materials. This is exemplified by the use of street canyons as common study objects in 

research literature, even though most urban spaces do not have this simple geometric form. 

Eliasson (2000) interviewed Swedish urban planners about the role of urban climate in their work. In 

addition to the reasons above, they also stated that there was a lack of clear policies and regulations 
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about the subject, and expressed fear of receiving more complaints, which they felt inadequately 

equipped to deal with because of uncertainty and a lack of knowledge about urban microclimate. 

An additional challenge in using wind simulation for urban planning is the geographical variety 

between cities. Climatic conditions vary strongly across the globe, which makes it more difficult to 

transfer knowledge from research to application. In subarctic climates such as the northern Swedish 

case study in this paper the effect of wind on snow drifts is important. Different and sometimes 

opposing strategies have been proposed, such as aligning streets with the dominant wind direction 

to help clear snow, which goes against the strategy of providing as much wind shelter as possible to 

create a more comfortable outdoor climate for people (Ebrahimabadi et al. 2015; Børve 1988; Egelius 

1988). Other concerns will play a role in moderate or tropical climates. 

2.4. CFD in urban planning 
CFD has been used in the study of urban physics for some time and a great deal of research is 

available on it. This research varies from application of CFD to a wide variety of other issues in cities 

(e.g. wind safety, pedestrian comfort, pollution, health) to fundamental research on the different 

CFD methods and validation studies (Blocken 2015). Two sets of guidelines for CFD simulation in 

urban environments exist based on a number of validation studies, namely the COST Action 732 

“Best practice guideline for the CFD simulation of flows in the urban environment” (Franke et al. 

2007) and the “AIJ guidelines for practical applications of CFD to pedestrian wind environment 

around buildings” (Tominaga et al. 2008). These provide guidelines on subjects such as turbulence 

models, geometrical representation of objects, size of the computational domain and grid 

generation. 

However, this research deal with the details of different CFD methods, which, in order to apply this 

research, requires a level of detailed working with and understanding of CFD that is not generally 

present among urban planners. This limits the use of CFD in early stages of the development project, 

even though many decisions that influence the outdoor environment are already made at that stage. 

An overview of literature about CFD for urban planners follows below. 

Shi et al. (2015) provided a framework for assessing pedestrian wind environment by using CFD. 

Although they do not go into detail on the CFD process itself, they do provide clear and easy-to-use 

comfort and safety criteria. The framework by Blocken, Janssen and Van Hoof (2012) provides more 

details on the simulation itself, but less on the application of comfort and safety criteria. It is also 

mainly aimed at CFD practitioners who work for urban planners, rather than urban planners 

themselves, and is thus rather technical. 

Zhai (2006) identifies four trends that are making CFD more accessible to urban planners: 

1. Integration of CFD with other modelling programs, which reduces the amount of work 

required to get the building designs into the correct file format for CFD analysis. 

2. Simpler and more intelligent interfaces reduce the required understanding to perform CFD, 

while still providing meaningful results. 

3. Improvement of computational cost and the realisation that building designers require less 

accuracy than other CFD users, especially in early stages of design. It should also be noted 

that computational power is continuously becoming cheaper. 
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4. Development of more advanced modelling methods that can deal with new building 

phenomena. 

Some attempts have been made to develop simpler calculation tools for urban wind speeds by using 

more empirically based equations. A comparison of four of these models (QUIC, 3DWF, urban 

Lagrangian model, Microswift/Spray) by Hanna et al. (2011) shows that although these are 

reasonably accurate for modelling dispersion of air pollutants, they are not very accurate for wind 

speeds. Johansson et al. (2015) developed a multivariate linear model with 2D geometric 

characteristics (sky view factor and distance to closest up-wind obstacle) as the independent 

variables. This technique is young, and at the moment it has problems with correctly predicting areas 

with high-wind speeds, but (as the authors note) this may be resolved by investigating more 

geometric variables (e.g. width-to-height ratios) for inclusion in the model. This would fit with the 

known influence of urban canyon geometry on pedestrian-level wind speeds (Oke 1988). 

Several authors have provided guidance about wind behaviour around buildings that urban planners 

can use to get a better qualitative understanding of wind behaviour. Reiter (2010) used CFD 

experiments to illustrate common wind phenomena in the built environment. Such guidance usually 

includes wind as one of the measures for mitigating the Urban Heat Island effect (see e.g. Smith & 

Levermore 2008; Wong et al. 2010). 

Since the urban heat island depends on other factors as well, wind is included in microclimate 

simulation programs such as ENVI-met (based on work by Bruse & Fleer 1998), UMSsim (Yao et al. 

2011), EnviBatE (Gros et al. 2014), SOLENE+OpenFoam (Miguet & Groleau 2002; Gros et al. 2015a) or 

CityComfort+ (Huang et al. 2014). With the exception of ENVI-met, these tools have mostly been 

used in academia so far and are not available in a form that is user-friendly towards urban planners. 

Since simulating factors other than wind increases the computational cost, and extracting only wind 

data from their results may be difficult, these tools are not well-suited to wind-only studies, although 

they show promise for use within the growing field of comprehensive microclimate simulations. 

2.5. CFD software for urban planners 
A number of commercial and free CFD programs is available. In the literature on urban/pedestrian 

wind environment, Ansys Fluent seems to be the most commonly used. Moya (2015) compared 

Autodesk Vasari (Autodesk Inc. n.d.), ODS Studio (ODS Engineering n.d.) and Ansys CFX (Ansys Inc. 

n.d.), using the case of a windbreak at a tram stop, concluding that Vasari is easier to use but less 

accurate than the other two. Autodesk Vasari has since been discontinued, with some of its features 

being incorporated into other software (Vollaro 2015). 

Lee and Song (2010) demonstrated DesignBuilder, an energy analysis program with good 

interoperability with Autodesk Revit (a Building Information Modelling program used by architects), 

which makes it more suited to urban planners. However, their study is limited to investigating the 

effect of just three grid sizes for only one wind direction, and does not include any validation, so it is 

difficult to assess the usefulness of this program from their work. An overview of various CFD and 

microclimate software tools is provided in Table 2.1. 
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2.6. Input data 
One important input factor of any wind simulation is the wind itself. This is a subject that has 

received relatively little attention in the literature. Most papers simply state to base this on 

meteorological data from a nearby weather station. Shi et al. (2015) recommend to perform CFD 

simulation for each of the eight main wind directions and to calculate a weighted average wind 

speed where the results for each wind direction are weighted by that direction’s proportion in the 

meteorological data. Blocken, Janssen and Van Hooff (2012) recognize that different wind directions 

may have different statistical distributions of observed wind speeds and that this should inform the 

analysis. 

Wu and Kriksic (2012) state that different wind directions may correlate not only with different 

distributions of wind speeds, but also of temperature, humidity and other weather parameters such 

as the occurrence of snow, rain, fog and sand storms. They also note that diurnal variations (such as 

varying breezes towards and from the sea) exist. Their conclusion is that, when designing for 

pedestrian wind comfort, not only the wind, but also other weather phenomena must be taken into 

account. For example, it may be more desirable to offer protection against some wind directions 

than others, or some wind directions might be more relevant for creating natural ventilation.  

2.7. Urban planning processes 
Urban planning processes usually take place in a number of phases with an increasing level of detail. 

The three stages that are usually distinguished are: outline proposals, scheme design, and detail 

design. These are sometimes referred to as conceptual design, schematic design and detailed design. 

(Lawson 2005; Maver 1970; Markus 1969; HMH Architecture 2015). Since the three stages require 

different levels of detail, the demands on the simulation tools will be different. In general, the later 

stages need a higher level of detail and accuracy, making other concerns such as usability less 

important. 
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Table 2.1: overview of different software tools for analysing different aspects of urban microclimate 

Type of 
software 

Software name Availability 

Domain 
(Wind, 
Radiation, 
Vegetation, 
Soil) 

Notes 

W R V S 

General 
purpose 
CFD 

COMSOL Commercial x     

Star-cd CCM+ Commercial x     

Ansys Fluent Commercial x    Most used in scientific literature 

Ansys CFX Commercial x     

Phoenix Commercial x     

Stream Commercial x     

Helyx-OS Free 
x    

Based on open source OpenFOAM 
CFD solver 

Helyx Commercial x    Commercial version of Helyx-OS 

 
Building 
energy 
analysis 

Design Builder Commercial x     

ODS Studio Free, paid 
options 

x x   
Bridge between different open source 
software 

UrbaWind4 Commercial x     

IES-VE Commercial x     

 
Simple 
CFD 

QUIC-URB5 Academic 
x 

   
Simple, empirical model for flow in 
urban domain 

Autodesk Vasari Discontinued x x   Discontinued 

Autodesk Revit Commercial 
 x   

Building Information Modelling (BIM) 
with built-in lighting analysis,  

Autodesk 
FlowDesign 

Commercial 
x    

CFD with less setup options 

 
Micro-
climate 

ENVI-met6 Free x x x x  

EnviBatE7 Academic 
x x 

  
Solene lighting and radiation analysis 
combined with QUIC-URB 

SOLENE+ 
SATURNE8 

Academic 
x x 

  
Solene lighting and radiation analysis 
combined with SATURNE CFD 

CityComfort+9 Academic 
 

x 
  

Model for mean radiant temperature, 
under development 

UMsim10 Academic x x 
  

 

 

                                                           
4 (Sanquer et al. 2011) 
5 Model by Pardyjak & Brown (2003) based on Röckle (1990) with modifications by Kaplar & Dinar (1996) (Gros 
et al. 2015a). 
6 Developed by Bruse based on his work together with Fleer (Bruse & Fleer 1998). 
7 (Gros et al. 2015a) 
8 (Gros et al. 2014) 
9 (Huang et al. 2014) 
10 (Yao et al. 2011) 
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3. Methodology 
This paper studies the campus of Luleå University of Technology in Luleå, Sweden. A case study 

approach was deployed for a number of reasons. Firstly, this makes it possible to validate results of 

simulations against field measurements. Secondly, it means that the research takes place within the 

existing context of the campus area and the existing plans for its future, which is similar to how 

urban planners will encounter wind issues in their normal work. This helps avoid the gap that often 

exists between research and practice (Erell 2008). 

The case study is conducted in two steps. In order to be able to validate the outcomes of simulations 

against field measurements, we first analyse the existing situation to answer the first two research 

questions. To demonstrate what changes might be made to development plans based on wind 

simulation studies, we then analyse the proposed changes to the area from the Campus plan 2025 to 

answer research questions 3 and 4. 

The following research questions were set in the introduction:  

 How useable and accurate are different types of CFD software for urban planners? 

 Which type of CFD software is optimal for the different phases of an urban design process? 

 How can including CFD simulation in an urban planning process contribute to a better overall 

design in regard to pedestrian wind environment? 

This section explains how each of these questions is examined (section 3.1 through 3.3) and what 

inputs and data were used (section 3.4). 

3.1. How useable and accurate are different types of CFD software for urban 

planners? 
The accuracy is studied by comparing the outcomes of the simulations against field measurements. 

The usability of the different tools is researched by reviewing each of them. The following aspects are 

taken into consideration: 

 Setup refers to the time it takes to create a model or mesh that the simulation tool can use. 

This includes support for different file formats for importing existing models and the time for 

creating the model itself, whether this is done in the simulation tool itself or in an external 

program. This includes the required input data for the simulation. 

 Ease of use: how easy is it to perform one or more wind simulations with correct settings? Is 

the interface clear and intuitive to use? Are there sufficient options for visualization?  

 Computation time is described in global (qualitative) terms, as a proper quantitative analysis 

would require a more controlled testing environment. This project is however focused on the 

application of wind simulation tools, where the precise differences in e.g. computational 

time are not relevant, so we limit ourselves to a coarser, more qualitative description, which 

is easier to obtain within the limitations of this research. 

 Robustness refers to how tolerant the tool is to the choice of settings. Are the situations in 

which the tool cannot provide accurate results? How often do these come by, how easy is it 

to avoid these? 
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Because both the usability and the accuracy are highly practical considerations, we employ a case 

study to answer this research question. The case study will consist of a wind analysis of the Luleå 

University of Technology campus. Each wind simulation tool is used to simulate scenarios with two 

different ambient wind conditions as measured by the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological 

Institute (SMHI 2015):  

 North, 6 m/s 

 South, 4 m/s 

These scenarios were chosen because they occurred during the period that was available for doing 

field measurements. They are also the most common main wind directions at the case study area, so 

they provide an accurate overview of the statistical wind behaviour in the study area. The simulation 

outcomes are then compared to the field measurements to determine their accuracy. The different 

aspects of usability are described qualitatively for each of the tools, based on the experience gained 

while carrying out the simulations. 

The input data for this question consists of field measurements and digital models of the study area. 

This data, along with the used simulation tools and their settings are described in section 3.4. 

3.2. Which type of CFD software is optimal for the different phases of an 

urban design process? 
To answer this question, we match each simulation tool with one or more phases of the planning 

process, based on the characteristics of the tool (as described in the previous section) and the 

characteristics of the planning phase (see literature review). For example, a tool that is quick to work 

with will be more suited to earlier phases of the planning process. This results in a matrix of the 

relationship between simulation tools and planning phases. 

3.3. How can including CFD simulation in an urban planning process 

contribute to a better overall design in regard to pedestrian wind 

environment? 
For this research question the subject of the case study is the proposed future development of the 

LTU campus as described in section 1.6 (Akademiska Hus 2012). The simulations are performed using 

Autodesk CFD for the wind directions north-west and south-east, all with a wind speed of 5m/s. The 

analysis was made for wind coming from the south-west and wind coming from the north-west, both 

at 5 m/s. These wind speeds and directions give a good representation of the winds that occur during 

the year. 

Based on these simulations areas that are prone to high wind speeds were identified. We then made 

changes to the design to reduce these wind speeds and performed the same analysis again. By 

comparing the results of the two analyses the possible improvements in the pedestrian wind 

environment are identified. 
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Table 3.1: overview of research methodology 

Research question Task Data / input Methods 

1) How useable and 
accurate are different 
types of CFD software 
for urban planners? 

Review simulation 
tools 

Simulation tools 
 
Digital models of 
existing area 
 
Field measurements 

Perform simulations 
 
Validate simulations 
 

2) Which type of CFD 
software is optimal for 
the different phases of 
an urban design 
process? 

Match simulation tools 
with phases 

Usefulness / quality / 
ease-of-use per tool 
(Q1) 
 
Literature on planning 
(from lit. review) 

Compare 
characteristics of tools 
with characteristics of 
phases 

3) How can including 
CFD simulation in an 
urban planning process 
contribute to a better 
overall design in 
regard to pedestrian 
wind environment? 

Demonstrate possible 
improvements to 
design 

Autodesk CFD 
 
Digital model of 
proposed new area 
 

Perform simulations 

 

3.4. Data 

Field measurements 

The quality of the different CFD results was examined by comparing the results with field 

measurements. Field measurements were obtained with an AMES RVM 96C handheld anemometer, 

of which the manufacturer’s specifications are provided in Table 3.2. The locations of the field 

measurements are shown in Figure 3.1. 

 

Table 3.2: manufacturer’s specifications for the used anemometer (AMES d.o.o. 2005) 

Wind speed sensor Robinson’s cross, optoelectronic stroboscope 

Wind direction sensor Wind vane, 6-bit optoelectronic Gray code 
encoder 

Wind speed measuring range 0 to 50m/s 

Speed constant 20 impulses per minute 

Wind speed accuracy ±0.5 m/s 

Wind direction accuracy ±5.6 degrees 
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Figure 3.1: locations of field measurements. Number 6 was removed from the initial map and is missing intentionally. 

Measurements were taken at a number of different ambient wind conditions, as measured by SMHI 

(2015). The wind conditions under which measurements were taken are: 

 North, 6 m/s 

 South, 4 m/s 

These scenarios were chosen because they occurred during the period that was available for doing 

field measurements. They are also the most common main wind directions at the case study area, so 

they provide an accurate overview of the statistical wind behaviour in the study area. During each of 

these conditions, the average wind speed at each location was measured over two minutes.  This was 

done to get a picture of wind behaviour across the campus rather than in just one location. Due to 

safety concerns we were not able to use longer measurement periods. 

Digital models of study area 

Digital models of the study area have been made for use in this project. These are based on maps 

and aerial photographs of the campus, complemented with visual observations where needed. 

Although there are no theoretical obstacles to including elevation differences in CFD simulations, in 

practice most wind simulation programs are not well equipped to do this: in most cases it would 

require the air volume to be explicitly modelled, which can be difficult to do. Even then, the 

visualization of the results proves to be problematic, as most software utilizes two-dimensional 

planes to show the resulting wind speeds, so these cannot give a continuous picture of the wind 

speed at pedestrian level, if there are elevation changes.  

Therefore, the elevation differences (orography) in the area have been neglected in all digital models 

in order to avoid these issues and maintain consistency across different simulations. This was done 

by dividing the southern buildings into a northern and a southern part. The ground floor under the 

northern part is removed (this is assumed to be the underground part of the building), while the 

southern part of the building is moved up by one floor, so as to place the bottom sides of all buildings 
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on the same level. This essentially translates the change in elevation to a change in building height, 

thus maintaining the width to height ratio of the street canyons, see Figure 3.2. The downside is the 

introduction of a ‘jump’ in the roof line of the southern buildings. The impact of this on the 

pedestrian wind environment is expected to be limited. It is expected that air flow is mostly 

determined by buildings, and therefore that excluding elevation will not affect the simulation 

outcomes significantly. It should however be noted that there is no literature available on the effect 

or on the inclusion of small orographic features in urban-environment wind simulations. For 

example, neither of the major guidelines describes explicitly how to deal with elevation changes 

(Franke et al. 2007; Tominaga et al. 2008). 

 

Figure 3.2: schematic representation of the elevation translation process. 

Figure 3.3 shows an overview of the modelled geometry as it was used in this paper. The buildings on 

campus, as well as some larger buildings surrounding it, have been explicitly included in the model. 

The buildings to the east of the campus have been excluded, because they are low and therefore do 

not influence the wind much. There is also very little wind coming from this direction, so it is less 

statistically relevant to include them. 

 

Figure 3.3: overview of the model geometry used in this study 

Wind simulation tools 

Because the goal of this project is to research how urban planners can use wind simulation tools, 

only readily available software tools are considered. Methods which have only been used in 

academics and lack a user-friendly release are not used.  
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Since it is not possible to analyse all the available tools we limited ourselves to three different types 

of tools, each represented by a single program. These are general-purpose CFD software (Autodesk 

CFD), simplified CFD software (Autodesk Flow Design) and building energy analysis software that 

includes CFD (Design Builder). 

Autodesk CFD 

A great number of commercial CFD programs are available commercially. Out of these Autodesk CFD 

was selected because it provides a free license for academic use. Ansys Fluent is used in many 

scientific papers, but issues with the licensing of its student product prevented us from using it in this 

study. Other CFD programs are available, but they are quite similar so major differences between 

them are not expected. They are also not aimed at urban planners, so the small differences between 

the different programs will not have a major influence on the outcomes of this research project. We 

therefore suffice with one program from this group. 

Autodesk Flow Design 

Autodesk Flow Design provides a simple virtual wind tunnel. Compared to full-fledged CFD programs 

it has fewer features and options, but this does make it easier to use, which is the main reason for 

including it in this research. 

Design Builder 

Design Builder is a commercially available program for energy analysis of buildings which also 

supports outdoor CFD simulations (Lee & Song 2010). It was included in this study because it is 

explicitly focused on buildings. 

Wind simulation settings 

To compare the wind simulation tools a wind simulation of the campus area as it exists is carried out 

with each of them. The following settings were used for the different programs: 

Autodesk Flow Design 

Flow Design offers a choice between 2D (horizontal plane) and 3D simulation. 2D is faster, but less 

accurate than 3D, so simulations were carried out using both. The analysis was carried out on the 

digital model described in section 0. For both analyses, the approximate size of the computational 

domains (wind tunnels) was set to a length (along the wind direction) of 1750m and a width of 

1400m. For the 3D analyses the height was set to 140m. Because these sizes cannot be set exactly in 

Flow Design they vary between simulations and will be displayed in the simulation results. The 

quality of the simulation was set to 200% for the 2D analyses, since a higher setting did not provide 

more detailed results and was significantly slower. For the 3D analyses this was set to 300% as a 

balance between resolution and speed. 

Autodesk CFD 

The computational domain was set up as shown in Figure 3.4 according to the recommendations by 

Blocken (2015). Meshing was performed using the programs built-in automated meshing function 

with the default settings. The fineness was set to result in a mesh with 1.2 million tetrahedral 

elements. For boundary conditions, the inflow was set as a normal velocity with the speed set to the 

ambient wind speed. The outflow condition was set as a gage pressure of 0 (free outflow), and the 

top and side boundary conditions were set to slip/symmetry. The k-ε turbulence model was used. 
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Figure 3.4: computational domain used in Autodesk CFD simulations. 

 

DesignBuilder 

The default grid spacing was set to 5m, with a grid merge tolerance of 0.5m. Width and length factors 

were both kept at the default 3.0; height factor was set at 1.50. The k-ε turbulence model was used. 

 

Figure 3.5: computational domain and grid used in DesignBuilder. 
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4. Results 

4.1. Field measurements 
The results of the field measurements are shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. The numbers show the 

average wind speed at that location measured over two minutes. 

  

Figure 4.1: field measurements with ambient wind from the north at 6 m/s. Measured 21st of November 2015, between 
12:45 and 14:15. 

Figure 4.2: field measurements with ambient wind from the south at 4 m/s. Measured 8th of October 2015, between 
15:50 and 17:20 
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4.2. Wind simulation results 
From all the simulations the wind speed at pedestrian level was extracted. This is shown in Figure 4.3 

through Figure 4.6. For Flow Design the scale of the legend was set automatically by the program. For 

Autodesk CFD the maximum value on the scale is equal to the input wind speed. In all figures only 

the campus area is shown, although the computational domain extends further. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3: 2D wind simulation results from Autodesk Flow Design with wind coming from the north at 6 m/s (left) and the 
south at 4 m/s (right). Arrows indicate the ambient wind direction. 

Figure 4.4: 3D wind simulation results from Autodesk Flow Design with wind coming from the north at 6 m/s (left) and the 
south at 4 m/s (right). Arrows indicate the ambient wind direction. 
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Figure 4.5: left: results from Autodesk CFD with wind coming from the north at 6 m/s. Right: Autodesk CFD results 
with wind coming from the south at 4 m/s. Arrows indicate the ambient wind direction. 

Figure 4.6: simulation results from DesignBuilder with wind coming from the north at 6m/s 
(top) and from the south at 4m/s (bottom). 
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4.3. Accuracy of wind simulations 
From the wind simulation results the simulated wind speeds at the measurement positions were 

extracted. For Flow Design this proved difficult, since the colours in the legend do not match exactly 

with the colours in the wind speed map. This may lead to errors in the reading of the wind speeds. 

The full list of observed vs. predicted wind speeds for both scenarios and all three simulation tools 

can be found in appendix 1. The accuracy is summarized by way of the root mean squared error 

(RMSE) in Table 4.1 and with scatter plots in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8. 

 

 

Figure 4.7: comparison of observed and simulated wind speeds with wind coming from the north at 6m/s. 

 

Figure 4.8: comparison of observed and simulated wind speeds with wind coming from the south at 4m/s. 
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Table 4.1: Root mean squared error of observations vs. simulations (m/s). Lower values indicate higher accuracy. 

 North 6 m/s South 4m/s 

Flow Design 2D 5.4 4.2 

Flow Design 3D 3.3 1.4 

CFD 1.4 1.4 

DesignBuilder 1.5 1.4 

 

4.4. Usability of wind simulation software 

Autodesk Flow Design 

Setup: the setup in Flow Design is in general rather simple. It is easy to import models from a number 

of different file formats. Creating the virtual wind tunnel is done by dragging its sides to the desired 

extent, although this means it is not possible to set the size exactly. The software automatically 

creates an analysis grid based on the imported model and the wind tunnel. Simulation can be 

performed either in a 2D plane or 3D space. Besides the wind tunnel size wind speed is the only 

input. The quality of the simulation (i.e. the resolution of the analysis grid) can be set to between 

50% and 400%, where higher values mean more detailed but slower simulation.  

Ease of use: when performing a 2D simulation (in a horizontal plane), the size of the grid is, counter-

intuitively, still influenced by the (unused!) height of the wind tunnel. The height of the horizontal 2D 

plane is set in discrete steps, and it is not always possible to set it at pedestrian level. The simulation 

runs automatically, but since it does not stop automatically, the user needs to do this manually when 

the simulation has converged/stabilized. It is not possible to save the settings (such as wind tunnel 

size), which makes it difficult to reproduce a certain simulation exactly. It is also impossible to save 

the results for later use, it is only possible to visualize them and save images of this. When using a 

coloured plane to show the results it is not possible to set the range of the colour map, so different 

simulations will have different colour scales. It was also discovered that the colours used in the 

legend do not match those used in the figures, which makes it very difficult to gain a quantitative 

understanding of the wind speeds, or to communicate about the speeds to other actors in the 

planning process.  

Computation time: depending on the chosen simulation quality the computation time ranges from 

minutes to hours. Because the simulation continues indefinitely it can be hard to judge exactly when 

the outcome has converged/stabilized enough to call the simulation finished. 

Robustness: Flow Design will always give an outcome, no matter what the settings are. However, if 

the simulation quality is set to a low level smaller features (such as passages between buildings) may 

not be properly simulated, reducing the accuracy of the simulation. 

Autodesk CFD 

Setup: support is present for a wide range of geometry file formats. The air volume must be explicitly 

modelled and the program features an easy-to-use tool to do this. Materials have to be assigned to 

all volumes, even though this does not affect the simulation if heat exchange is not included in the 

simulation. Boundary conditions have to be set, consisting of the inflow, outflow, sides and top of the 

domain. The wind speed (inflow) can be set as a constant or as a function, allowing wind speed to 
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realistically increase from the ground up. The program has a feature for automatic generation of the 

computational grid, where it is possible to set the size. 

Ease of use: It is easy to conduct the simulations. There are numerous visualization and comparison 

options over which the user has full control. The design study can be saved at any point, making it 

easy to reproduce simulations and interpret results. 

The easiest way to control the mesh is with a single slider which can make the grid finer or coarser. 

More advanced options are available for when more control over the grid is required. Using the 

default settings, the generation of the mesh will result in a mesh that is finer around the buildings 

and coarser in open areas. This helps to keep the number of grid cells, and therefore the 

computation time, limited.  

Computation time: the computation depends on two factors: the resolution of the computational 

grid (mesh) and the convergence of the simulation outcome. The resolution can be controlled 

manually, but how quickly the simulation converges cannot be controlled directly and is different for 

each simulation. At the resolution used in this paper, the computational grid for the campus area 

consists of roughly 1.0 million elements. It then takes roughly 60 minutes to run the simulation until 

it converges on a solution. 

Robustness: two main problems can occur in the program. The first is an error in the mesh 

generating process. This can sometimes be resolved by changing some of the meshing settings or by 

using a finer mesh, although the latter results in longer computation times. Using a large domain (i.e. 

with the borders further away from the buildings) seems to make this less likely, but problems still 

occur.  

The second possible error is divergence (instability) of the simulation, in which case no results are 

produced. This can also sometimes be resolved by using a different mesh. The solver is not 

completely deterministic, so sometimes re-running a simulation will result in a converged solution 

when a previous run did not. 

DesignBuilder 

Setup: since DesignBuilder is aimed at energy analysis of buildings, it supports importing models 

from the GreenBuilding XML format (gbXML). This format contains information about the energy 

system of the building(s), which in practice means that the buildings have to be modelled as rooms 

(with walls, floors and ceilings), rather than as simple blocks. This makes it more complex and time 

consuming to import an existing model into the program. The settings for CFD simulations are limited 

and do not require much knowledge or experience from the user. 

Ease-of-use: the interface of the program is straightforward, but setting up the CFD can be slightly 

complicated. If the user clicks a wrong button or has a building selected instead of the building site, 

the program sets up an internal CFD analysis. There is no way to revert this, so the model has to be 

imported again, which slows the process down. The visualization options are less extensive than in 

CFD software. 

Computation time: because of the rectilinear grid, DesignBuilder has a higher number of elements in 

its computational grid than Autodesk CFD. Convergence is slower, so more iterations are required. 
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Together, this means that the computation time is an order of magnitude higher than in Autodesk 

CFD.  

Robustness: Unspecified errors often occur when setting up the CFD. These can usually be resolved 

by trying a coarser grid resolution, although finding a configuration that works is time consuming. 

Meshing is done automatically, but is limited to rectilinear grids, which can cause problems with 

skewed cells (cells with a narrow shape which can cause instabilities in the computation). Again, this 

can be resolved by using different settings when setting up the CFD, but it is a time consuming 

process to find settings that work. 

4.5. Example of improving urban design using wind simulation 
From the simulations of the proposed developments (see Figure 4.9), three areas are marked by high 

wind speeds. The first is along the edges of the new curved building in both scenarios. The second is 

in the square between the D building and Kårhus. The third is the area between the U- and W-shaped 

buildings along Laboratorievägen. The actual wind speeds in these areas will vary depending on the 

ambient wind conditions; however these areas will always be the windiest ones on the campus, so 

Figure 4.9: wind simulation results from Autodesk CFD for the 2025 campus plan, with wind coming from 
the north-west (top) and south-west (bottom) at 10 m/s. Circles indicate areas with high wind speeds. 
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they should be the focus of measures aimed at improving wind comfort. 

By adding low (two storey) buildings in strategic places as seen in Figure 4.10, wind can be deflected 

vertically and reduce the pedestrian level wind speeds. The improvements resulting from this simple 

analysis are shown in Figure 4.11. 

 

 

 

  

Figure 4.10: suggested new buildings in the campus plan to improve pedestrian wind 
environment. 

Figure 4.11: wind simulation of campus plan 2025 with improvements, showing lower wind 
speeds around the edge of the curved building. Top: wind from northwest, 5m/s. Bottom: wind 
from southwest, 5m/s. Circles indicate areas where wind speeds have been reduced by the 
new buildings (shown in black). 
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5. Discussion 
In the introduction and the literature review we saw that there is a gap between research and 

practice when it comes to considering wind in urban design. Research is often focused on details of 

the wind simulation, while for urban planning practitioners it is more relevant how they can apply 

wind simulation to improve their work. This means that at the moment wind simulation is underused 

in urban planning which reduces the quality of the outdoor urban space. 

The focus of this paper was therefore on the application of wind simulation by urban planners. This 

was captured in the following three research questions: 

1. How useable and accurate are different types of CFD software for urban planners? 

2. Which type of CFD software is optimal for the different phases of an urban design process? 

3. How can including CFD simulation in an urban planning process contribute to a better overall 

design in regard to pedestrian wind environment? 

5.1. Usability of wind simulation software 
We considered what wind simulation software is usable for urban planners. We found that the 

simplest of the program (Autodesk Flow Design) encourages an unstructured way of working. The 

advantage of this is that it is easy and relatively quick to get results, which can be helpful in 

improving the user's understanding of wind behaviour. The downside is that it is difficult to repeat 

the same simulation for different design options. Since comparing and choosing between options is 

an essential part of any design process, this is a major barrier to this program's use in practice. 

DesignBuilder was included in this paper because it is specifically aimed at energy analysis (including 

CFD) of buildings. We wanted to see if this program could also help urban designers in analysing the 

spaces between buildings. The program keeps the setup of the CFD simulation simple in terms of the 

required input from the user, but it does not always manage to prepare the simulation at the default 

settings, forcing the user to perform a trial-and-error process to find settings that will work. The 

underlying method is otherwise the same as in commercial general-purpose CFD programs, which 

means that the results from Design Builder are qualitatively the same. It is clearly noticeable in the 

user experience that the program is less well developed than the general-purpose CFD software. The 

issues that his causes ultimately outweigh the small advantages in the setup process. 

Autodesk CFD was used here as an example of commercial, general-purpose CFD software. Because 

of its general nature, the program requires slightly more input from the user. This input is however 

not particularly difficult and does not require a lot of experience from the user. The biggest 

drawbacks of the program are the errors in the grid-generation and the divergence of the results that 

sometimes occur. Like for DesignBuilder, it takes trial and error to resolve these issues, but Autodesk 

CFD does allow this to be done more easily. The main advantage of Autodesk CFD over the other 

programs is that it has much better options for visualizing and comparing results. This is invaluable in 

the daily routine of an urban planner, where making and communicating decisions is essential.  

Overall, when comparing the three different software packages in our case study, we consider 

Autodesk CFD to be the best option. Ultimately, the more structured workflow and better user 

experience outweigh the disadvantages that it has in terms of input requirements and robustness.  
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This is an area that has received little attention so far in the scientific literature. Earlier work in this 

area (Moya 2015) was similar in its approach of comparing different available software packages, but 

used a smaller scale case study consisting of a single building. Those findings are therefore not 

necessarily applicable to an urban planning context where a larger area is the subject of the study. 

In this study we used (for practical reasons) Autodesk CFD as example of general-purpose CFD 

software rather than the more commonly used ANSYS Fluent (see e.g. Reiter 2010; Blocken et al. 

2012; Shi et al. 2015), which appears to be more extensive than Autodesk CFD. These options 

certainly have added value for researchers, as demonstrated e.g. by Blocken (2012); however, for 

urban planners this might add too much complexity which they do not need for their purposes. 

At the outset of this project we expected that choosing what simulation software to use would 

require a trade-off between ease-of-use and accuracy. It appeared however that the simpler tools 

are easier to use in some regards, but more difficult in others, e.g. the setup might be easier, but the 

interpretation of the results might be more difficult. The expected trade-off is therefore less 

important than initially thought, and we recommend using mostly the more complex general-

purpose CFD software. 

5.2. Accuracy of wind simulation software 
Autodesk Flow Design overestimates the wind speeds by a large margin when simulating in 2D, which 

disregards part of the wind being forced to go over the buildings and replaces it with more wind 

going through the spaces between the buildings. This effect is large enough to result in an inaccurate 

simulation when using the 2D mode. The results in 3D mode are more accurate, although there is a 

big difference between the two studied cases. 

Autodesk CFD provides much more accurate results. However, within the current simulations it 

overestimates wind speed at the windward side of the buildings. This can be attributed to the way 

the input wind speed was modelled in this paper. It was represented as a constant velocity over the 

entire upwind boundary of the model, while in reality it will be lower along the ground, because it is 

affected by the ground itself and any upstream obstacles (Blocken 2015). This simplification was 

made to keep the required amount of input limited and therefore more suitable for non-expert users 

of the software. 

In a more general sense, we should note here that the CFD simulations in Autodesk CFD were 

intentionally kept simple in order to examine how useful the tool could be to users without extensive 

knowledge of CFD simulations. This provides reasonably accuracy without requiring too much 

knowledge or experience from the user. If needed it is most likely possible to obtain higher accuracy 

by spending more time on determining the best settings, based on the existing guidelines for urban 

CFD from COST and AIJ (Franke et al. 2007; Tominaga et al. 2008). 

In the current study, we have shown that Autodesk CFD already provides more accurate results than 

the other options, even though there is still room to improve the accuracy further. 

The accuracy of DesignBuilder is comparable to that of Autodesk CFD, which is not surprising since 

they are both based on the same physical principles. However, unlike in CFD, there are no options 

available that could further improve the accuracy of the simulations. 
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5.3. Wind simulation software for planning phases 
In the literature review we distinguished between three phases in urban planning: conceptual design, 

schematic design and detail design. It is widely recognized that urban planning processes consist of 

several phases, although different authors have suggested different divisions for this. As the 

application of wind simulation in urban planning has not been a topic of much scientific literature, 

there is no earlier information available about how the urban planning phases relate to what 

software is needed or useful in those phases. Most literature focuses on the technical workings of 

the simulation methods rather than their application. 

The conceptual design phase is by nature not very detailed. For wind simulations in this phase it is 

more important to have them available relatively quickly than to have them very detailed, so 

Autodesk Flow Design can be used in this phase to help gain an understanding of wind behaviour. In 

projects where wind plays an extra important role, or where decisions about how to design 

specifically for wind are already taken in this phase, it is recommended to use Autodesk CFD instead. 

In the schematic design phase decisions are made about the location and envelopes of the buildings. 

This necessitates making a lot of design decisions. Out of the three software packages we have 

reviewed Autodesk CFD is therefore best suited to this phase, due to its high accuracy and good 

comparison and visualization options. 

The detail design phase will usually not make any major changes to the building envelopes, and 

therefore the wind environment will not change significantly. Wind simulation will therefore play a 

limited role in this phase. If wind simulation is needed or desired, we recommended using Autodesk 

CFD because it can accurately capture the required level of detail for this phase. 

5.4. Advantages of wind simulation in urban design 
For the final research question, a new wind simulation was performed and improvements in the 

design of an existing master plan were suggested. In this relatively simple analysis we discovered 

several potential problem areas in the new design. We then demonstrated how these could be 

minimized with relatively simple changes, as was also done by e.g. Blocken, Janssen and Van Hooff 

(2012) and Yuan and Ng (2014). There is of course no guarantee that it will always be possible to 

improve the wind design, especially when wind needs to be balanced against other factors in an 

actual planning process. However, given the clear benefits of even a limited study like performed 

here, it is definitively worth investigating how the urban environment can be designed for good wind 

comfort. 
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6. Conclusion 
The importance of wind in urban climate and the quality of outdoor spaces has been well-established 

(Lawson & Penwarden 1975), but this is often not reflected in urban planning practice. This is due to 

a lack of knowledge among urban planners about how to consider wind in their work, which is in turn 

caused by the disconnect between urban wind research and practice (Oke 1984; de Schiller & Evans 

1990; Erell 2008; Mills et al. 2010; Ebrahimabadi et al. 2015). This paper helps to remedy this by 

researching how wind simulation can be applied, rather than the technical details behind it.  

To this end, three different software packages for wind simulation were compared. Overall, Autodesk 

CFD is the most usable for urban planners, because it is both more accurate and more user-friendly, 

despite adding some complexity. We then linked the reviewed pieces of software to different phases 

in the urban planning process, showing that Autodesk Flow Design can be useful in the early stages, 

but is overtaken by Autodesk CFD in later stages where more detail is required. In comparing the 

outcomes of simulations with field measurements it appeared that the results from the CFD software 

were more accurate. Finally, a demonstration was given of how wind simulation can help improve an 

urban design plan. 

These findings will hopefully help remedy the lack of knowledge about wind simulation among urban 

planners. However, in order to really improve the way in which wind is dealt with in urban planning, 

we also need to improve communication about wind with other stakeholders in the process, so it can 

be better balanced with other aspects; and we need to improve the education that planners and 

architects receive about wind engineering (de Schiller & Evans 1990).  

We can of course not expect planners and architects to be experts on wind simulation, just as they 

are not experts on traffic modelling or urban water engineering. However, if we can provide them 

with tools and at least some general knowledge about wind simulation, it becomes easier for them to 

give wind a place in their work and balance it against the many other factors that they have to 

consider. Eventually, that should lead to urban designs that perform better in regard to wind. 

Simultaneously we must recognize that there is a lack of awareness among clients and other 

stakeholders about the importance of urban microclimate in urban design, which must also be 

addressed. 

As was noted in the literature review, several simplified methods for wind simulation have been 

developed (e.g. QUIC-URB (Pardyjak & Brown 2003), EnviBatE (Gros et al. 2015b), the regression-

based method by Johansson et al. (2015)), most of which focus on being simpler and/or faster than 

normal CFD software. These methods were excluded from this research project, because they do not 

have good user interfaces available for them. This is unfortunate, because otherwise their simple 

nature might be advantageous to their application by urban planners. If we truly want to improve 

urban microclimate (of which wind is a component), future research should focus not just on the 

mathematical methods of simulations, but also on how they are made accessible to the people who 

ultimately help determine the urban layout. 

In this project we limited ourselves to comparing three programs for practical reasons, but more are 

available, especially in the general-purpose CFD category. We can of course not eliminate the 

possibility that these programs can be used by urban planners based on the results of this study, so 

more research could be done to cover a wider range of programs. Furthermore, a number of 

simulation tools were excluded because no user-friendly interface is available for them. They might 
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however prove useful, so investigating them in terms of accuracy and computation time might reveal 

more about their usefulness and possibly demonstrate the added value that an interface for these 

tools might offer. 

A second limitation in this study was the duration of the field measurements. It would be preferable 

to have longer measurement periods, but this was not possible in combination with the large 

number of observation points in this study. Longer observation periods will help average out natural 

fluctuations in wind speed, which allows for a more detailed study of the accuracy of the simulation 

tools. 

CFD software usually models a space as either a fluid or a solid. Trees and other vegetation are a fine 

mix of both, which makes it very difficult to include them in CFD simulation. Therefore they were 

excluded in this study, even though they can affect the behaviour of wind, for example in the area 

between the B and C buildings. 
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Appendix 1: full list of field measurements and simulation results 
Wind from south, 4m/s 

    Predicted wind speeds (m/s) 

Date Time Locati
on 

Avg. Wind 
speed 
(m/s) 

Flow 
Design 
2D 

CFD Flow Design 
3D 

DesignBuilder 

2015-10-08 15:56 1 1.5 1.0 1.0 0.6 0.0 

2015-10-08 15:59 2 0.8 1.0 1.0 0.6 1.1 

2015-10-08 16:02 3 0.8 8.0 1.5 0.6 2.5 

2015-10-08 16:06 4 1.0 8.0 1.7 1.8 2.4 

2015-10-08 16:10 5 0.3 1.0 0.8 0.6 1.1 

2015-10-08 16:13 7 2.8 5.0 2.6 3.5 1.0 

2015-10-08 16:16 8 1.0 8.0 3.7 4.1 3.0 

2015-10-08 16:19 9 0.4 1.0 1.1 0.6 1.5 

2015-10-08 16:22 10 0.6 3.0 0.5 0.6 2.0 

2015-10-08 16:25 11 1.3 3.0 2.4 3 2.0 

2015-10-08 16:28 12 0.9 3.0 3.4 4.1 2.2 

2015-10-08 16:31 13 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.6 1.2 

2015-10-08 16:34 14 0.6 1.0 0.6 0.6 1.4 

2015-10-08 16:37 15 2.3 8.0 2.3 1.8 3.0 

2015-10-08 16:39 16 0.4 1.0 1.7 0.6 0.8 

2015-10-08 16:42 17 2.0 3.0 2.0 3 1.5 

2015-10-08 16:45 18 0.4 1.0 3.0 3 3.0 

2015-10-08 16:48 19 0.9 1.0 3.5 4 1.8 

2015-10-08 16:51 20 0.8 3.0 3.5 4 3.2 

2015-10-08 16:54 21 2.5 3.0 3.4 3 3.5 

2015-10-08 16:57 22 0.7 5.0 2.6 1.8 1.7 

2015-10-08 16:59 23 0.5 7.0 0.3 0.6 0.0 

2015-10-08 17:02 24 0.7 5.0 0.6 0.6 0.5 

2015-10-08 17:05 25 0.6 1.0 1.3 0.6 1.3 

2015-10-08 17:08 26 0.6 8.0 1.0 0.6 1.2 

2015-10-08 17:11 27 0.3 8.0 1.5 0.6 0.7 

2015-10-08 17:14 28 0.0 8.0 2.3 1.4 2.5 

2015-10-08 17:17 29 1.1 7.0 3.2 3 3.5 

2015-10-08 17:20 30 0.0 2.0 0.8 0.6 1.1 
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Wind from north, 6 m/s 

    Simulated wind speeds (m/s) 

Date Time Location Avg. Wind speed 
(m/s) 

Flow 
Design 2D 

CFD Flow 
Design 3D 

DesignBuilder 

2015-11-21 12:47 1 1.7 1.5 3.9 2.5 2.6 

2015-11-21 12:50 2 2.1 1.5 0.9 2.5 0.0 

2015-11-21 12:53 3 1.8 9.0 2.4 4.5 2.6 

2015-11-21 12:57 4 0.9 1.5 3.6 6.0 4.6 

2015-11-21 13:01 5 0.4 4.0 2.4 3.0 2.6 

2015-11-21 13:04 7 1.1 12.0 3.3 5.5 2.6 

2015-11-21 13:07 8 3.1 12.0 3.3 7.0 2.6 

2015-11-21 13:10 9 0.6 1.5 0.6 2.5 0.0 

2015-11-21 13:13 10 1.1 1.5 1.5 3.0 0.7 

2015-11-21 13:16 11 1.6 1.5 1.5 5.4 2.5 

2015-11-21 13:19 12 1.2 1.5 1.5 7.2 2.5 

2015-11-21 13:22 13 1.4 1.5 2.5 2.7 2.5 

2015-11-21 13:25 14 0.8 1.5 0.8 2.7 2.5 

2015-11-21 13:28 15 1.6 10.0 2.5 4.6 3.0 

2015-11-21 13:31 16 0.5 1.5 0.9 2.7 0.3 

2015-11-21 13:34 17 0.9 10.0 2.6 6.3 1.9 

2015-11-21 13:37 18 2.0 1.5 1.5 4.5 2.5 

2015-11-21 13:40 19 2.3 4.5 1.8 4.5 2.6 

2015-11-21 13:43 20 0.5 1.5 1.5 4.5 3.0 

2015-11-21 13:46 21 0.6 1.5 2.1 4.5 3.2 

2015-11-21 13:49 22 0.5 1.5 0.3 2.7 0.7 

2015-11-21 13:52 23 1.3 4.5 1 4.5 0.0 

2015-11-21 13:55 24 1.2 4.0 1.5 2.7 0.6 

2015-11-21 13:58 25 0.6 12.0 4 6.3 2.6 

2015-11-21 14:01 26 0.6 9.0 4 4.5 4.6 

2015-11-21 14:04 27 0.8 8.0 0.9 2.7 0.3 

2015-11-21 14:07 28 1.2 8.0 2 2.7 1.9 

2015-11-21 14:10 29 1.2 11.0 2 4.5 2.0 

2015-11-21 14:13 30 0.5 1.5 0.8 2.7 0.6 

 


